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We investigate the thermally activated magnetization switching of small ferromagnetic particles driven by an
external magnetic field. For low uniaxial anisotropy the spins can be expected to rotate coherently, while for
sufficient large anisotropy they should behave Ising-like, i.e., the switching should then be due to nucleation.
We study this crossover from coherent rotation to nucleation for a classical three-dimensional Heisenberg
model with finite anisotropy. The crossover is influenced by the size of the particle, the strength of the driving
magnetic field, and the anisotropy. We discuss the relevant energy barriers which have to be overcome during
the switching, and find theoretical arguments which yield the energetically favorable reversal mechanisms for
given values of the quantities above. The results are confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations of Heisenberg and
Ising models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The size of magnetic particles plays a crucial role for
density of information storage in magnetic recording med
Sufficiently small particles become single-domain particl
which improves their quality for magnetic recording. On t
other hand, when the particles are too small they beco
superparamagnetic and no information can be stored~see,
e.g., Ref. 1 for a review!. Hence, much effort has recent
been focused on the understanding of small magnetic
ticles, especially since recent experimental techniques a
for the investigation of isolated single-domain particles.2–5

In this paper focus is on the reversal of ferromagne
particles of finite size. We investigate the influence of t
size and anisotropy of the particle on the possible reve
mechanisms, two extreme cases of which are coherent
tion and nucleation. The latter mechanism has been a su
of common interest in recent years,6–11 studied mainly theo-
retically in Ising models, which can be interpreted as a cl
sical Heisenberg model in the limit of infinite anisotropy.
is the aim of this paper to study the crossover from mag
tization reversal due to nucleation for high anisotropy to
herent rotation12,13 for lower anisotropy.

Throughout the paper we will consider a finite, spheri
three-dimensional system of magnetic moments. These m
netic moments may represent atomic spins or block sp
following from a coarse graining of the physical lattice14

Our system is defined by a classical Heisenberg Hamilton

H52J(̂
i j &

Si•Sj2d(
i

~Si
z!22B•(

i
Si , ~1!

whereSi are three-dimensional vectors of unit length. T
first sum, which represents the exchange of the spins, is
nearest neighbors with the exchange coupling constanJ.
The second sum represents a uniaxial anisotropy which
vors thez axis as the easy axis of the system~anisotropy
constantd.0). The last sum is the coupling of the spins
an applied magnetic field, whereB is the strength of the field
times the absolute value of the magnetic moment of the s
We neglect dipolar interaction. Although in principle it
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possible to consider dipolar interaction in a Monte Ca
simulation14 this needs much more computational effort d
to the long range of the dipolar interaction and, hence,
ceeds current computer capacities. Therefore, the validit
our results is restricted to particles which are small enoug
be single-domain particles in the remanent state.15

In the following, we will investigate the thermally acti
vated reversal of a particle which is destabilized by a m
netic field pointing in a direction antiparallel to the initia
magnetization which is parallel to the easy axis of the s
tem. Due to the finite temperature and magnetic field, a
some time the particle will reverse its magnetization, i.e.,
z component of the magnetization will change its sign.

In Sec. II, we determine the energy barriers which have
be overcome by thermal fluctuations for the two cases
coherent rotation and nucleation within a classical theory.
a comparison of the energy barriers, we derive where
crossover from one mechanism to the other occurs. In S
III, we compare our theoretical considerations with nume
cal results from Monte Carlo simulations of Heisenberg a
Ising models, and we relate the lifetime of the metasta
state to the theoretical energy barriers for the different rev
sal mechanisms.

II. THEORY

A. Coherent rotation

Here we give a brief summary of the results of the the
ries of Néel12 and Brown,13 since we need these concepts f
the further progress of our theoretical considerations. Le
consider a spherical, homogeneously magnetized particl
radiusR. The simplest theoretical description for the rever
of such a particle is to assume that the reversal mechanis
coherent rotation, i.e., a uniform rotation of all spins of t
particle. This reversal process can be described by an a
of rotationu between the easy axis of the system—which
our case will be antiparallel to the direction of the magne
field—and the magnetization of the particle. The increase
the energy during the reversal is then

DE52dV cos2u2BMV cosu. ~2!
265
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Since this equation should be comparable to Eq.~1!, the
anisotropy constantd is an anisotropy energy per unit ce
~spin!, andV5(4/3)pR3 is the volume of the particle as
number of unit cells.B is—as before—the absolute value
the applied field times the magnetic moment of a unit c
and, hence,M the spontaneous magnetization per magn
moment. The energy barrier which has to be overcome is
to the anisotropy of the system. It is the maximum ofDE
with respect tou:

DEcr5
4pR3d

3
2

4pR3BM

3
1

pR3B2M2

3d
. ~3!

The corresponding lifetime of the metastable state is the

t;expS DEcr

T D ~4!

for temperatureT!DEcr . The two equations above ar
physically relevant only for

d.MB/2. ~5!

Otherwise there is no~positive!energy barrier, and hence th
reversal is spontaneous without the need for thermal act
tion. This is the region of nonthermal reversal.

B. Nucleation

For a system with a sufficient large anisotropy, it might
energetically favorable to divide into parts with opposite
rections of magnetization parallel to the easy axis in orde
minimize the anisotropy energy barrier. This kind of rever
mechanism is called nucleation16 ~see Ref. 8 for a recen
review!. The simplest case of a reversal process driven
nucleation for a system of finite size is the growth of o
single droplet starting at one point of the boundary of
system~see also Ref. 11 for a corresponding calculation fo
two-dimensional system!. Due to the growth of the drople
domain wall will cross the system, and the energy bar
which has to be overcome is caused by the domain-wall
ergy. We assume that the domain wall will have a curvat
defined by a radiusr ~see Fig. 1!. Then the surface of the
domain wall isF52prh and the volume of the droplet~the

FIG. 1. The nucleation of a droplet at the boundary of a sph
cal particle.
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shaded region in Fig. 1! is Vd5pH2(3R2H)/31ph2(3r
2h)/3. The energy increase during the reversal of the p
ticle is

DE52sF22MBVd , ~6!

wheres is the energy density of the domain wall. Furthe
more, it is h5r 2Ar 222HR1H2, since the quantities in
Fig. 1 are not independent. Hence the energy increase ca
expressed in terms ofH, which is a measure of the penetr
tion depth of the domain wall and its curvaturer . These two
quantities define the geometry of the droplet. Next we de
mine that curvaturer min which minimizes the energy in
crease by the condition]DE/]r 50, yielding the physically
relevant solution

r min5
2s

MB
, ~7!

which is also the radius of a critical droplet for classic
nucleation in a bulk material.

The energy barrierDEw which has to be overcome durin
the reversal is the maximum of the energy increase w
respect toH. From the condition]DE/]H50, the physically
relevant solution

Hmax5RS 12
x

Ax214
D ~8!

follows with x5MBR/s. Inserting the two conditions abov
into the formula for the energy increase yields the ene
barrier for nucleation:

DEn5
4pR2s

3x2Ax214
@x41~42x3!Ax21412x228#. ~9!

This expression has two important limits. The first is t
limit of infinite system size,

lim
R→`

DEn5
16ps3

3M2B2
, ~10!

where we obtain half of the energy barrier of the classi
nucleation theory for a bulk system. The reduction by a f
tor of 1

2 is due to the fact that for open boundary conditio
only one-half of a critical droplet has to enter the syste
from the boundary.

The other interesting limit is that of small magnetic field
where Eq.~9! can be expanded with respect tox5MBR/s,
resulting in

DEn'2pR2s2
4pBR3M

3
1

3pB2R4M2

8s
1•••. ~11!

This means that for a small fieldB the energy barrier of a
nucleation process is the energy of a flat domain wall in
center of the particle plus corrections which start linearly
B. In contrast to the Ne´el-Brown theory, here, for vanishing
magnetic field, the energy barrier is proportional to the cro
sectional area of the particle rather than its volume~see also
the work of Braun17!, which consequently reduces the coe
civity of the particle.
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C. Comparison of coherent rotation and nucleation

Comparing the two energy barriers for coherent rotat
@Eq. ~3!# and nucleation@Eq. ~9!#, we can evaluate which
reversal mechanism has the lower activation energy fo
given set of values ofR, B, s, andd. A corresponding dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 2 for a system of radiusR54 spins,
where we setM51/spin ands5J/spin. For large anisotropy
the reversal is dominated by nucleation—the particle
haves like an Ising system. The crossover linedc(B,s,R)
which separates the region of reversal by nucleation from
region of coherent rotation can be determined by the co
tion that here the energy barriers for a nucleation process
for coherent rotation are equal. This condition results in

dc5
s

RF 2

x2
1

1

Ax214
S 12

4

x2
1

x2

2 D
1

1

x2
A23x2181~2x224!Ax214G . ~12!

For a vanishing magnetic field, the formula above has a fi
limit,

lim
B→0

~dc!5
3s

2R
. ~13!

For large particle size, Eq.~12! has the simple asymptoti
form

lim
R→`

~dc!5
BM

2
, ~14!

which, interestingly, is also the limit for nonthermal revers
@see Eq.~5!#. This means that for increasing particle size t
region where a thermally activated reversal by coherent
tation occurs vanishes. For an infinite particle size the rev
sal is always either nonthermal or it is driven b
nucleation—depending only on the ratio of the magne
field to the anisotropy.

All the considerations above can be expected to be
evant only for sufficiently low temperatures. For higher te
peratures the situation is more complicated. That is, for
nucleation regime, a crossover from single-droplet to mu

FIG. 2. Diagram showing the regions of different revers
mechanisms for a particle of sizeR54 spins, withs5J/spin and
M51/spin. The points are results from Monte Carlo simulatio
~see Sec. III!.
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droplet nucleation—with different energy barriers—is d
cussed in the literature~see Refs. 18–20, and referenc
therein!.

Apart from that, in a system with a given finite anisotrop
the domain walls may be extended to a certain domain w
width j. For large anisotropyj becomes as small as on
lattice constant. This is the Ising case, where the dom
wall energy density iss'J/spin. For smaller anisotropy th
domain walls become more extended, ands decreases.
Hence the crossover from nucleation to coherent rota
may be softened by the occurrence of extended dom
walls. In this sense, pure coherent rotation could also
interpreted as a domain-wall-driven reversal, where
width of the domain wall is larger than the particle siz
Obviously, our theoretical considerations discuss only t
extreme cases. How realistic they are has to be tested
merically.

III. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

A. Method

Due to the many degrees of freedom of a spin syste
numerical methods have to be used for a detailed mic
scopic description of the system. Since we are especi
interested in the thermal properties of the system, we
Monte Carlo methods21 for the simulation of the magnetic
particle. Although a direct mapping of the time scale of
Monte Carlo simulation on experimental time scales is
possible, this method provides information on the dynami
behavior of the system since it solves the master equation
the irreversible behavior of the system.22

We consider spins on a simple cubic lattice of si
L3L3L, and simulate spherical particles with radiusR
5L/2 and open boundary conditions on this lattice. O
single spin flip of our Monte Carlo procedure consists
three parts. First, a spin is chosen randomly and a trial ste
made~the role of which we will discuss below!. Second, the
change of the energy of the system is computed accordin
Eq. ~1!. Third, the trial step is accepted with the probabil
from the heat-bath algorithm. Let us call one sweep throu
the lattice and performing the procedure explained ab
once per spin one Monte Carlo step~MCS!.

Since we are interested in different reversal mechanis
we designed a special algorithm which can simulate all
them efficiently. We use three different kinds of trial step
First, a trial step in any spin direction uniformly distribute
in spin space. This step does not depend on the initial di
tion of the spin. It samples the whole phase space efficie
and guarantees ergodicity. Second, a small step within a
ited circular region around the initial spin direction. This st
can efficiently simulate the coherent rotation. Third, a refl
tion of the spin. This step guarantees that, in the limit
large anisotropy, our algorithm crosses over to an effici
simulation of an Ising-like system. For each Monte Ca
step we use one of these different trial steps. Our algorit
then consists of a series of Monte Carlo steps using the
ferent trial steps above. Altogether, our algorithm is ergod
and it guarantees that all possible reversal mechanisms
occur in the system and can be simulated efficiently. As
tested by comparing simulations with different combinatio
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of trial steps, and as we will demonstrate in Sec. III B, fo
two-spin system, this algorithm does not artificially chan
our results.

Simulations of Heisenberg systems are much more t
consuming than, e.g., those of Ising systems, since
Heisenberg system has many more degrees of freed
Apart from that, to obtain results which are comparable
our theoretical considerations we have to perform simu
tions in the limit of low temperatures,T!Tc , where the
critical temperatureTc is 1.44J for anisotropyd50.23 Here,
the metastable lifetimes are long—for single runs up
53107 MCS’s in our simulation. Therefore, for the Heise
berg system we had to restrict ourselves to rather small
tem sizes,L54, 8, and 12. However, we tried to minimiz
the statistical error by performing an average over ma
Monte Carlo runs (100, . . . ,1000). Since the theoretical c
siderations which we want to prove are for finite syste
sizes, and since, hence, the radius of the particle is a vari
of the theory we believe that the rather small system size
the simulation are no disadvantage. Apart from that, for co
parison we also performed Monte Carlo simulations of
Ising model where we also used larger system sizes of u
L528. The simulations were performed on an IBM-RS60
workstation cluster and on two Parsytec CC parallel comp
ers ~8 and 24 PPC604 nodes, respectively!.

B. Results for the Heisenberg system

We start our simulation with an initial spin configuratio
where all spins are pointing up@all spinsSi5(0,0,1)#. The
magnetic fieldB5(0,0,2B) destabilizes the system, and a
ter some time the magnetization of the system will rever
The metastable lifetimet is defined by the condition
Mz(t)50, whereMz is thez component of the magnetiza
tion M5 (1/N)( iSi .

First, we tested our algorithm by simulating the simple
imaginable system that can show both coherent rotation
nucleation—a two-spin system. Here the energy barrie
DEn52(J2B) for nucleation~i.e., the spins are antiparalle
during the reversal! andDEcr52d„12B/(2d)…2 for coherent
rotation ~i.e., the spins are always parallel during the rev
sal!. For low temperatures we expect a behavior follow
thermal activation as in Eq.~4! with the energy barriers
above. Figure 3 demonstrates that in the limit of low te
peratures, we actually obtain constant slopes for the lnt vs
1/T data, and the slopes agree perfectly with the theoret
energy barriers above. Hence our simulation is in agreem
with the theoretical expectations.

Now we turn to the simulation of larger systems. Figure
shows spin configurations of simulated systems of sizeR
56 spins at the metastable lifetimet. For simplicity, only
one central plane of the three-dimensional system is sho
The z axis of the spin components is pointing up. For su
cient low anisotropy@Fig. 4~a!#the spins rotate nearly cohe
ently. At the metastable lifetimet the magnetization vecto
of the system points in any given direction in thex-y plane.
Therefore, as horizontal component of the spins we sh
here that component of thex-y plane of the spin space tha
has the largest contribution. For larger anisotropy@Fig. 4~b!#,
the reversal is driven by nucleation. Since it isMz(t)50, the
e
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domain wall at that time is in the center of the system div
ing the particle into two oppositely magnetized parts of eq
size.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding time dependence of
z component of the magnetization, its absolute valueM
5uM u, and its planar componentM'5AMx

21M y
2 for the

same simulation from which the spin configurations of Fig
stem. For the case of coherent rotation there is a continu
growth of the planar component of the magnetization dur
the reversal, while the absolute value of the magnetiza
remains nearly constant—apart from a small dip at the l
time t'19 000 MCS’s. For the case of nucleation the plan
component of the magnetization is nearly constant zero
cept of a small hump at the lifetimet'34 000 MCS’s. Here
the absolute value of the magnetization breaks down.

These results lead us to the following approach to cha
terize the reversal mechanisms numerically: we determ
the absolute value of the magnetization at the lifetime,M (t).
In order to obtain reasonable results we have to take an
erage over many runs, so that we define a quantitym
5@M (t)# where the square brackets denote an average
many Monte Carlo runs~or systems!. This quantity shoul
go to zero for a nucleation-driven reversal, and should
finite for coherent rotation. The maximum value ofm in the
limit of low anisotropy should be the spontaneous magn
zation.

In order to confirm our theoretical results numerically, w
simulated m for different values of the anisotropyd

FIG. 3. Metastable lifetimet vs 1/T for a system of two spins.
B50.5J. Two different anisotropies,d51.5/spin~nucleation!and
d50.5J/spin ~coherent rotation!. The solid lines correspond to E
~4!, with the energy barriers explained in the text.

FIG. 4. Snapshots of simulated spin configurations at the l
time t. Shown is one central plane of systems of sizeR56 spins.
B50.7J. ~a! Coherent rotation (d50.35J/spin, T50.09J). ~b!
Nucleation (d50.7J/spin,T50.45J).
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50.2J/spin,. . . ,2J/spin, the magnetic field B
50.7J, . . . ,1.2J, and the system sizeR52, . . . ,6spins. We
took an average over 100 (R56 spins) to 1000 (R
52 spins) runs. Figure 6 shows the results for the anis
ropy dependence ofm for different system sizes and th
lowest temperatures that have been simulatedT
50.71J, . . . ,0.04J depending ond). The influence of the
temperature on the simulations will be discussed later in c
nection with Fig. 8.

As expected, for small anisotropy,m tends to a finite limit
while with increasing anisotropy the curves converge to ze
This effect is stronger the larger the system size is—a beh
ior that appears to be analogous to the finite size behavio
a system undergoing a phase transition. The correspon
finite-size scaling ansatz21 is

FIG. 5. M , M' , andMz of oneR56 spins—system as in Fig
4: B50.7J. ~a! Coherent rotation (d50.35J/spin, T50.09J). ~b!
Nucleation (d50.7J/spin!,T50.45J.

FIG. 6. m vs anisotropy for different system sizes.B50.7J, T
50.71J, . . . ,0.04Jdepending ond.
t-

n-

o.
v-
of
ng

m5R2b/nm̃6~ ud`2duR1/n!, ~15!

where the scaling functionm̃6;xb for x→` so that in the
limit of infinite system size it ism;(d`2d)b for d,d` . In
order to test if this scaling form can be applied to the d
shown in Fig. 6, we present a corresponding scaling plo
Fig. 7. The data collapse rather well, usingd`5B/2
50.35J/spin,b/n50.560.1, and 1/n50.960.1.

Obviously, in the limitR→`, m(d) behaves like an orde
parameter at a second-order phase transition: it is zero
d.d` and finite for d,d` , following m;(d`2d)b. The
fact that for infinite system size the transition occurs atd`
5B/2 is in agreement with our theoretical consideratio
since for R→` the region of thermally activated cohere
rotation vanishes and the crossover from nucleation to~non-
thermal! coherent rotation occurs atdc(R→`)5B/2 @Eq.
~14!#. That is, only ford,B/2 will the particle rotate coher-
ently, andm must be finite. However, to what degree th
crossover from nucleation to coherent rotation for infin
system size may be described as a phase transition mu
left for future research.

In the following we will restrict ourselves to systems
finite size. In order to differentiate numerically between t
two reversal mechanisms for systems of finite size, we us
criterion that also comes from a study of phase transitio
we define the inflection point of the curvesd(B) as that
value dc(B,R) where the crossover from nucleation to c
herent rotation occurs. These points are shown in Fig. 2.
large B they agree very well with the theoretical line. Fo
lower B the numerical values are slightly too small. Th
systematic deviation might be due to the fact that the th
retical energy barrier for nucleation is overestimated ass
ing s5J/spin: due to occurrence of extended domain wa
for lower anisotropy the domain-wall energy might be r
duced. This also reduces the energy barrier of the nuclea
process and, consequently, here crossover to nucleation
curs earlier.

Apart from the numerical determination of the crossov
line dc discussed above, we also tried to compute the
evant energy barriers directly. During the simulation, te
perature plays a crucial role. The largerd is, the larger is the
energy barrier which has to be overcome by thermal act
tion and, hence, the higher the temperature has to be du
the simulation in order to obtain results within a given co
puting time. On the other hand, we have to simulate as
temperatures as possible to see the behavior that is desc
by our theoretical considerations. Therefore, varying the

FIG. 7. Scaling plot ofm vs anisotropy for different system
sizes. Data correspond to Fig. 6.
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isotropy, we have to adjust the temperature. Figure 8 sh
the temperature dependence of the metastable lifetime
different anisotropies. To save computer time, instead o
average of the lifetimes of the individual Monte Carlo run
we calculated the median.6 In the limit of low temperature
we expect a behavior following thermal activation as in E
~4!, with the energy barrier following from the theoretic
consideration in Sec. II.

As Fig. 8 shows, this dependence~i.e., constant slopes in
Fig. 8 for low T) can hardly be observed. All curves have
finite curvature even for the lowest simulated temperat
except of that ford50.4J/spin, where the energy barrier
zero. We conclude that we could not reach low enough te
peratures within the simulations and, hence, we analyze
data in the following way: We take the local slope
(lnt)(1/T) as a temperature-dependent energy barrier. Th
energy barriers versusd are shown in Fig. 9 for three differ
ent temperatures, and they are compared with the theore
results. The magnetic field isB51J. Hence, for
d,0.5J/spin—the nonthermal region@Eq. ~14!#—it is DE
50. In the regime for thermally activated coherent rotatio
i.e., betweend,0.5J/spin and the crossover anisotropydc
@Eq. ~12!#, the energy barrier increases following Eq.~3!.
Above dc which is roughly 0.65J/spin, here the energy bar
rier remains constant since in the nucleation regime it d
not depend ond @Eq. ~9!#.

Comparing our numerical results with this theoretic
curve, we find agreement as far as the crossover from n

FIG. 8. Metastable lifetimet vs 1/T for four different anisotro-
pies. System sizeR54 spins andB51J.

FIG. 9. Comparison of the theoretical curve for thed depen-
dence of the energy barrier with the numerical data for differ
temperatures following from Fig. 8.
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thermal reversal to thermally driven coherent rotation is c
cerned. Also, we observe that in principal the numerical
sults seem to converge with decreasing temperat
However, within these simulation we cannot confirm the th
oretical curve very accurately, especially the asymptotic
havior of the nucleation regime. We conclude that the m
reason for this quantitative deviation is that we do not obt
the asymptotic low-temperature energy barriers, since th
still depend on the temperature.

One additional reason for deviations in the coherent ro
tion regime might be that, in order to compare the results
our simulation with theoretical results, we had to estim
the domain-wall energy densitys, which here we simply se
to s5J/spin. This estimate might be too large for a Heise
berg system which can develop extended domain walls w
a lower domain-wall energy. We could try to fits in such a
way that we obtain a reasonable agreement with the num
cal data, but this would not solve the problem mention
above, namely, that we are not in the asymptotic lo
temperature regime.

C. Results for the Ising system

In order to confirm our theoretical results for the ener
barrier of the nucleation regime, it is much more straightf
ward to simulate an Ising system directly instead of
Heisenberg system with large anisotropy. Therefore, we p
formed a standard Monte Carlo simulation of an Ising syst
defined by the Hamiltonian

H52J(̂
i j &

SiSj2B(
i

Si , ~16!

with Si561. As before, we simulated spherical particl
with radius r 5L/2 on a simple cubic lattice of size
L3L3L with open boundary conditions. For the Ising sy
tem,L was varied fromL54 to 32. We used the same met
ods as above, performing averages over 50–100 Monte C
runs depending on the system size.

Figure 10 shows the resulting temperature dependenc
the metastable lifetime. In our data for the Ising system
thermal activation corresponding to Eq.~4! can be much bet-
ter extracted than for the Heisenberg system. For low eno
temperatures, straight lines can be fitted to the data the s
of which determine the activation barrierDEn .
t

FIG. 10. Metastable lifetimet vs 1/T for two different magnetic
fields. System sizeR54 spins.
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For a comparison of our numerically determined activ
tion barriers with Eq.~9! for the theoretical energy barriers
of the nucleation process, once more we have to estimate
domain-wall energy densitys. In an Ising system, the
domain-wall width is reduced to one lattice constant an
hence, the domain-wall energy cannot be reduced by an
tended width of the wall. But, on the other hand, on a cub
lattice the energy of a domain wall per spin depends on
direction of the domain wall with respect to the axis of th
lattice. This isJ/spin for a wall parallel to the axis but, large
for walls in diagonal directions. Thus we can expects to be
little larger thanJ/spin, and in the following it is set tos
51.2J.

Figure 11 compares our numerical data with Eq.~9!.
Since DEn /(R2s) depends only on the variablex
5MBR/s, the data for different system sizes collapse o
one single curve, and the agreement of our numerical d
with the theoretical curve is satisfactory.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We investigate the magnetization reversal of a classi
Heisenberg system for single-domain ferromagnetic p
ticles. Varying the anisotropy one expects different rever
mechanisms, the extreme cases of which are coherent r

FIG. 11. Comparison of the theoretical curve for the ener
barrier @Eq. ~9!# with the numerical data for different system size
andB50.1J, . . . ,0.8J. x5MBR/s.
, J
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-

he

,
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e

n
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r-
al
ta-

tion and nucleation, which in the case of a single-drop
nucleation is a reversal by domain-wall motion. We stud
the crossover from switching due to nucleation for high
isotropy, high fields, and large systems to coherent rota
for lower anisotropy, lower fields, and smaller systems. B
comparison of the relevant energy barriers, we derive a
mula which estimates where the crossover from one me
nism to the other occurs.

If we insert the material parameters for CoPt14

s50.004 J/m2, andd5200 kJ/m3 in Eq. ~13!, we find that
for vanishing magnetic field a reversal by nucleation sho
occur for particles with a radius larger than 15 nm. While
the moment we are not aware of any direct measuremen
this crossover, experimental hints of the occurrence of
ferent, particle-size-dependent reversal mechanisms w
published by Wernsdorferet al.4

As one important result, we found that in the limit of larg
particle size the region where a thermally activated cohe
rotation occurs vanishes. This means that for large parti
the rotation is always either nonthermal or driven by nuc
ation, depending only on the ratio of the driving field to t
anisotropy. Second, in the nucleation regime the energy
rier is reduced, since here—in contrast to the Ne´el-Brown
theory—for vanishing magnetic field the energy barrier
proportional to the cross-sectional area of the particle ra
than its volume.

We confirmed the result above by simulations. We a
tried to determine the relevant energy barriers numerica
For the case of the Heisenberg model we could hardly re
the low-temperature limit which one needs in order to see
simplest, lowest-energy reversal mechanism. However,
an Ising model, i.e., in the limit of infinite anisotropy w
could establish our formulas for the energy barrier o
single-droplet nucleation process.
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